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H. BRUCE BAUMEISTER

KTTV TIMES-MIRROR
BROADCASTING COMPANY
5746 SUNSET BOULEVARD, LOS ANGELES 28, CALIFORNIA

MR. JOHN EHRLICHMAN
NIXON HEADQUARTERS
3908 WEST WILSHIRE BLVD.
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
JOHN EHRLICHMAN

3:30 p.m. ROLLAND TRUMAN called

(LU 7-7777, if you wish to contact him)

RE: Paul Coates Show. He and Wayne Griffin would like to meet you at 3:00 p.m. tomorrow at Paul Coates Bungalow to hear the tape recording you have. At that time would you please have their scripts.
11/1/62
2:40 p.m.

JOHN:

PLEASE CALL ROLAND TRUMAN THIS AFTERNOON....
AT LORAIN 7777
11/1/62 - 3:10 p.m.

Wire to Quinlan demanding equal time on Stout Show had already gone - couldn't stop. Haldeman and Klein have been notified of this.
Review and analysis of the content of the October 31 early evening Bill Stout editorial requires the conclusion that it consisted of non-news content for majority of the time. Follow-up content on Stout's eleven p.m. appearance was wholly editorial and puffed the significance of his earlier comments.

On behalf of Richard Nixon, I request and demand equal time for our representative on November 1, 2 or 5 at like hours.

H. R. Haldeman
Campaign Manager
Nixon-for-Governor

11/1/62
INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Nixon for Governor

To: JOHN EHRlichMAN
From: Harry Keaton (via phone) MA 7-4241
Subject: PAUL COATES SHOW

This is just sketchy. He has some ideas to discuss with you, but nothing very definite for dictation.

1. Paul Coates is holding open the time (which you know)
3. No such restrictions have been put on Democrats on the Tom Duggan show. This seems to be an arbitrary move.
4. If we must be limited, still can make quite a bit with it.
   (Has done some legal research on Hughes Loan).
   Drew Pearson has som. spot on Duggan show tonight and will probably use Hughes Loan. We could counteract it by discussing it on the Coates show.
Thursday, November 1, 1962

JOHN EHRlichman

12:15 p.m. Please call HARRY KEATON MA 7-4241 re: Coates Show.
Thursday, November 1

JOHN EHRlichman

11:50 a.m. ROBERT BRECKNER's office
called: re appointment -

PAUL COATES OFFICE - 4:30 p.m. (11/1)
(½ block below Sunset on Van Ness)

HO 9-3944
Thursday, November 1

JOHN EHRLICHMAN

12:00 noon BILL ESCHERICH called. ROLLAND TRUMAN is out to lunch and will call back this afternoon. If Bill is not in, he will ask for you. (This is just to warn you)
Paul Coates

KLAC - Will Keller? Sid.

Ass't Low - Welfare Officers

Harold Seeley
Palo Verde

Buddy Petran
C.A. Dempo - other Dempo's

Truman -

Z. Wayne Griffin
San Clemente

Coates interviews - Van Ness and Sunset

Bob Brackman - Gen. Mgr. KTTV

4 pm

5:30 - Tape - 1/2 hour.

KTTV carried Coates - Brown by accident

2/12 in Alexa -

Have we used it? Ignello

SQ 07

Joe A - Duggan interview (KRON)

Remain the debate for 1 hr - pub. service

Transcript 9 shows - to SE

Z. Wayne Griffin

1231 - W. 5th St
LA 17
Union Oil Center
(Oates

Avails

Unemployment
(Welfare)

CD

Official time on 5/26/
2 1/2 hours

BOB HALDEMAN
Carter said


take tomorrow. See what we want to do

Chow p. 6

DMC, prada are illegal

Temp. Again: all missions in ice

p13 - New order holds vote open

Oct 3rd comm as from for 160


Last Negro lady JFK will send 160 to

Nancy Chin - We will cut person

Beckner confirmed 15 min. fee in Mass.
will offer in regard to Carter

3 hours required opportunity for sale

Contrary to Mass where cant for

1. Aug 9 - Bowers land & Unemployment price

2. Sept 7 - Nixon Hughes full loan

3 Oct 7 - officials of CDO - entitled

Offering Coates show
JDE
Bill Escherick says Griffin says "OK on Coates taping tomorrow."

Pls. call Griffin - Hll. 20700 with details.